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[…] Severodvinian Substage. In the Severodvinian Substage there is mass distribution of
freshwater alluvial facies (see below). However, among the lacustrine deposits at the
beginning of the Severodvinian Substage rocks are frequently detected bearing traces of
freshwater conditions of formation. Let us consider the specific examples of freshwater
facies.
1. White or bluish facies, non‐calcareous quartz, fine‐grained sands and silts,
occurring among red calcareous clays in the form of thin (up to 1 m) spatially
disorganized lenses. Sands with single fraction, well washed, composed of transparent,
rounded grains of quartz measuring 0.1‐0.05 mm. They are commonly found in the
interior of the Severodvinian Substage of lacustrine silt and clay‐marly‐
calcareous formations, sometimes in contact with shell rock facies onshore. They were
formed, apparently, in the shallow areas of lakes with comparatively high perturbation
of water in an atmosphere of constant unrest, which occurred under the influence
of intensive mechanical processing, and advanced sorting of clastic material.
The heavy fractions of the lacustrine sands and silts are considered a facies
type of opaque ore minerals, but it is dominated by stable zircon, garnet, tourmaline,
and rutile. Minerals of the epidote‐hornblende group are present in amounts usually not
exceeding 10%. The light fraction is represented by quartz (over 80%) and
feldspars (Table 1, Figs. 41, 42).

Fig. 41. The nature of the grains (after treatment with hydrochloric acid) of
lacustrine, highly sorted bluish‐grey siltstone. Yurpalovskaya beds. Vyatka River, 2 km
below Kotel’nich (magnified up to 35 times).
Thermal analysis of the clay fraction, of blue‐grey, fine‐grained, calcareous,
quartz sands occur as
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thin lenses of red clay of the Putyatinskaya beds, exposed in the area from
Yurpalovo to Vyatka, showed that it is represented mainly by clay minerals of the
hydrous mica type.
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Fig. 42. Histograms of the texture of highly sorted, fine‐grained sands (coarse silt). [1.
Vyatka River, 2 km below Kotel’nich, lens of blue sand (t2sd2). 2. Sukhona, Cape ‘Byk’
(t2sd1). 3. Verkhob’ya, Oshmy River, Krug‐Mezen town, Khiknursnovian Podgorizont,
Kirov Oblast (t3v1). 4. River Vyatka, Mokina village, Sadbovskian Podgorizont, Kirov
Oblast.]
2. Facies of coastal shell rock found deep in the clay‐silt deposits of the
Severodvinian Substage in the form of shallow lenses, rapidly spatially. Composed
of intact shells, with the edges dissolved or rounded fragments, and sometimes mixed
with single, rounded fragments of bleached bones and teeth of reptiles, and
organic detritus. Pelecypod shells that make up the coastal coquina usually bear traces
of damage: the tops have corroded, they show signs of washing together, non‐
uniform leaching to form secondary porosity, etc. All this points to deposition in
freshwater or slightly brackish‐water conditions. Coastal limestones sometimes differ in
cross bedding and along the strike are often replaced by quartz sand facies (Figs. 43, 44).
They occur mainly in the upper section of the Severodvinian deposits. Typical examples
are the shells in the upper Yurpalovskaya beds on the left bank of the River Anish, and
the village Kartluevo, Chuvash ASSR, described by A. K. Gusev (1955), and in
Putyatinskaya strata in the city of Gorky and at the Kazan Railway Station (Figs. 43, 44).
‐
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Table 1. Mineralogical content of the siltstone fraction of blue‐grey sandstones of the
Severodvinian Substage. [Sources of analysed samples: 1. 2 km below Kotel’nich from
sand bed shown in Figure 41; 2. Sukhona, Cape “Byk” at the mouth of the river Ergi (V. I.
Ignat’ev, 1959).]
No.
Heavy fraction (%)
Opaques
Zircon
Garnet
Tourmaline
Rutile
Epidote

1

2

49
15
16
3
3
6

54
15
15
2
2
7

Kyanite
Staurolite
Spinel
Aegirine
Pyroxene
Hornblende
Corundum
Augite
Sphene
Indeterminate
% Yield fraction
Light fraction (%)
% Yield fraction
Quartz
Feldspars
Muscovite
Biotite
Fragments of siliceous
Rocks

4
‐
‐
0.2
0.6
0.5
‐
‐
‐
1
0.4

3
‐
‐
single grain
single grain
0.3
single grain
‐
‐
‐
0.5

99.6
86
10
‐
‐

99.5
81
16
‐
‐

4

3
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Fig. 43. Lens of cross‐bedded carbonate‐quartz sandstone, consisting of well‐rounded
grains of limestone cemented with calcite. Along the strike passing into coastal coquina.
Volga, Gorky, Kazan railway station. Putyatinsky Gorizont.
3. Facies of dark brown, grey, red, patchy, weakly carbonate or non‐
carbonate or clay with a mass of conchostraca and scales of ganoid fishes. Irregular
calcareous clay‐silt rocks occur rarely as thin layers. The organogenic carbonate
material has signs of leaching. Calcareous skeletons of fishes are usually not preserved
in the rock, but only ganoid scales, in such a way that the arrangement sometimes
reflects the primary form of the fish.

Fig. 44. Diagram of bedding of
coastal‐lacustrine and shell rock
organogenic‐cross‐bedded
limestone slurry in the thickness
of the clay‐siltstone rock
outcrop in the Putyatinsky
Gorizont in the Yarilin Ravine,
city of Gorky.
4. Facies of concretionary algal limestones and shoals. Widespread in the eastern
regions of Severodvinian deposits of the Russian platform [pages 54‐55 not included]
‐
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[…] are in fine and microscopic textures of different sandstones, siltstones, and marls,
and in the presence of ripple marks in sandstones, made of lake sediment in the oriented
arrangement of the shells of ostracods and pelecypods on the surface layers, in a
dramatic change rocks of different lithology in the section and so on. But each of these
attributes individually still can not serve as evidence for the existence of temporary
lakes. It simply indicates the presence of the translational moving medium in the bottom
of the lake. However, in the Severodvinian substage, rock packets are sometimes found
sustained along strike, with fine oblique or horizontal layering in thin, fine‐grained,
mainly quartz sandstones and siltstones, facies replaced in horizontal and vertical
directions by lacustrine clay or clay‐silty marly rocks.

Fig. 48. Perforated limestone. Putyatinsky
Gorizont. Belaya Kholunitsa, Kirov region.

Fig. 49. The nature of the grains (after
treatment with hydrochloric acid) in
sands from the wastewater lakes.
Yurpalovskaya Gorizont. Vyatka River, 9
km below Kotel’nich (up to x35).

These sandstones and siltstones, referred by us to the wastewater lake facies, are
of a composition close to the white quartz sand facies of freshwater lakes, but differ
from the latter in the somewhat less sorted material. They also form a thicker packet,
traced over large areas of temporary lakes. A typical example
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of the residual lake facies is confined to the top of the Yurpalovskaya sediments exposed
on the slopes of the Vyatka River, below the town of Kotel’nich. Here in the thick
lacustrine clay and silt rocks appear (at about 15 m above the river), brownish‐grey,
quartz‐rich, well sorted sands. When moving down the river, their thickness gradually
increases to 13 m ("Sokolya Gorya"). They acquire a pronounced fine cross‐bedded
orientation, and in some areas are cut by lenses of multimineral, coarsely cross‐bedded,
poorly sorted fluvial sandstones (Fig. 51). At 13 km downstream from Kotel’nich, near
the mouth of the River Vishkil, sandstones of the wastewater lake start to wedge in, and
are then completely replaced by lacustrine silty‐clayey material of the Yurpalovsky
Gorizont, containing in the region of "Sokolya Gora" remains of pareiasaurs of the
famous Kotel’nich locality fauna.
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Fig. 50. Histograms of the mechanical content of highly‐ and medium‐sorted sandstones
of the wastewater lake facies. [1. Vyatka River, 9 km below Kotel’nich, Sokolya Gora
(t2sd2). 2. Vyatka River, 5 km below Kotel’nich (t2sds).]
The mineralogical compositions of sands from the wastewater freshwater lakes
are close to bluish‐grey, but differ from the latter in the markedly high content of
unstable minerals (epidote) in the heavy fraction, and the relative amount of quartz
grains in the light fraction (Table 2).
III. FACIES GROUP OF SMALL RESIDUAL LAKE WATERS
To the facies of residual lakes we refer the sandy‐silty clay deposits, which have a
common facies variation in horizontal and vertical directions, and is always associated
with paragenetically alluvial deposits. They begin to be traced as far back as the
Severodvinian Substage, but only played a leading role in the Vyatkian Substage, which
in this territory is represented mainly by three facies complexes: alluvium, residual lake
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waters, and proluvium. Let us dwell on the consideration of some of the most common
facies of the residual lake waters.

Fig. 51. The scheme of facies relationships of wastewater lakes. (1‐OZ) the delta
channels, (2‐RU) river channels, (3‐RU) a vast lake (OZ) in the context of Severodvinian
sediments exposed on the slope of the right bank of the Vyatka River between the town
Kotel’nich and the mouth of the Vishkil River. The diagram below shows the types of
cross‐bedding in sandstones of the wastewater lake (1), ducts (2), palaeo‐channels (3).
[Labels are: top, village Vanyushonki c. 8 km Kotel’nich; south is to left, north to right;
pareisaur horizon indicated, and at the bottom the level of the Vyatka River. Lower three
diagrams: azimuth 120‐145o; 290‐310o; 240‐300o.]
Complex facies of residual shallow and ephemeral freshwater periodically or
weakly brackish lakes
Submitted to frequent spatially irregular alternations, red and reddish‐brown with
bluish‐grey spots, slightly calcareous shale, siltstone, with a rare fauna of
conchostracans, pelecypods, ostracods, with quartz or multimineral sandstones.
Multimineral sandstones are usually brownish to grey‐brown, fine‐grained, and
micaceous, and they sometimes form layers up to 1.5 m thick, but most are interbedded
with thin siltstones. Sometimes on the surface layers of sandstones and siltstones are
found signs of wave ripples and tre‐ [Pages 60‐81 missing]
‐
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Table 2. Mineralogical content of the siltstone fraction of blue‐grey sandstones of the
wastewater lake Severodvinian and Vyatkian subgroups. [Sources of analysed samples:
1. B. V. Selivanovskiy, 1955. Shakunskaya Partiya, borehole 1, depth 37.95 m (t3v1). 2. V.
I. Ignat’ev, 1958. Roadside exposure, Vyatka River, 5 km below Kotel’nich (t2sd2; Fig. 51‐
1).]
No.
Heavy fraction (%)
Opaques
Zircon
Garnet
Tourmaline
Rutile
Epidote
Staurolite
Sillimanite
Apatite
Anatase
Brucite
Sphene
Spinel
Bronzite
Spodumene
Augite
Aegirine
% Yield fraction
Light fraction (%)
% Yield fraction
Quartz
Feldspars
Muscovite
Biotite
Fragments of siliceous
Rocks
[pages 60‐81 not included]

1

2

22
15
15
12
16
15
1
1.3
single grains
44
32
single grains
‐
single grain
single grains
‐
single grain
‐
‐
single grains
single grains
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
single grain
0.3
0.5
99.7
71
20
‐
single

99.5
76
18
‐
0.05

8.5

5.5

‐
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[your] area (see Figs. 158, 159, 161, 165, 170, 172, 174, 177, 179).
4. Alluvial facies in the context of the Tatarian occupy a certain position. They are
usually confined to the lower parts of substages, horizons, and some of the svitas, while
the upper parts of the latter are dominated by lake development and alluvium, or these
are absent or not so typical in the lower horizons. Therefore, the appearance of alluvial
facies in the thickness of the variegated sediments is always accompanied by a
pronounced rhythmic structure of the sections. In contrast, the loss of alluvial
formations in the section usually leads to a breach of the rhythm and the appearance of

arhythmic sequences, or at least sequences
in which the rhythm in visual observations
is not always clearly established.
Fig. 72. The nature of the contact between
the Sukhona lacustrine‐marine limestone
(1) and Severodvinian alluvial river sand
and conglomerate (2) deposits, exposed on
the Volga River shoreline about 15 km
above the pier Ilinka (reduced by 4 times).

5. It is well known that alluvial formation always overlap the underlying rocks or
with pronounced erosion, or with signs of erosion. Naturally, the presence of alluvial
facies at different stratigraphic levels within the Tatarian is always accompanied by
distinct intraformational breaks, whereas in the absence of alluvium the regional
expression of intraformational breaks in Tatarian deposits is usually absent.
6. The actual material makes it possible now to distinguish among multiple (at
first glance seemingly homogeneous) buried lenticular deposits of palaeoalluvium of the
Tatarian Group, comprising three types, basically differing from each other in the
palaeogeographic conditions of their formation and corresponding, obviously, to the
three most typical types palaeo‐rivers.
The first type (Fig. 75) is represented in sections as thick sandstone lenses,
deeply incised into the underlying sediments, cross‐bedded and forming a complex in
terms of linearly elongated sand bodies that can be traced over large areas. For this type
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of palaeoalluvium the following are most characteristic: 1) thick lens (15‐20 m,
sometimes up to 30‐40 m), 2) large‐scale cross‐bedding with an average cross‐bedded
set of 40‐60 cm thickness, rarely up to 1 ‐1.2 m, 3) widespread association of alluvial
formations at the base of regionally expressed stratigraphic horizons.
Fig. 73. Erosion at the base of the
sandstone lenses in the channel alluvium
contact of Sukhona lacustrine‐marine and
Severodvinian alluvial river deposits. Right
bank of the river Izha at the village
Cherneeva, Pizhanskogo district of the
Kirov region. [Section is 75 m wide and 20
m thick. Stratigraphic terms are t2sd1, t1sh1,
where ‘t’ is Tatarian, ‘sd’ is Severodvinian,
and sh is Sukhona. Writing at base means
‘towpath level’; i.e. the waters’ edge, of the
River Uzha.]

The second type (Fig. 77, 78) is palaeoalluvium, comprising rather thin (5‐7 m,
rarely up to 10 m) cross‐bedded sandstone lenses, occurring on the slightly eroded
surface of the underlying rocks and the facies replaced spatially in sections by
horizontally bedded sand and silt‐clay formations. The most characteristic features of
the second type of alluviumare : 1) confined mainly to the lower stratigraphic horizons,
but sometimes also found in their middle parts of the section; 2) fluvial sandstone lenses
are never found singly, but always form in sections whole "festoons", consisting of three,
five and smaller numbers of lenses, which are located in the profile close to each other
and are confined to a single stratigraphic level.
The third type (Fig. 79, 80) is represented by thin (5 m) "wandering" cross‐
bedded sandstone lenses, occurring like threads among lacustrine sediments. In the
sections they are usually found either singly or flat beds of red clay and silty rocks.
These gravitate to the lower half of the stratigraphic horizons, but sometimes they occur
in their upper parts. At Kotel’nich, they were first described by B.P. V’yushkov (1953).
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Fig. 74. Character of the contact between the Sukhona freshwater‐marine and
Severodvinian alluvial‐fluvial deposits, shown on the right bank of the Vyatka River at
the village Sorvizhi. Sovyetsky region, Kirov Oblast. [Abbreviations: PM = alluvium; RU =
river channel; level of Vyatka River, at base; section is 200 m wide.]
7. Linear occurrence of Tatarian alluvium, threadlike in plan view, and lenticular
in section, is in no doubt. This is the most characteristic feature of in non‐alluvial
formations, naturally, and most dramatically catches the eye and even in the most
common and superficial studies. Only with closer study are new features revealed in the
structure of the palaeo‐alluvium, shown in its facial irregularities, in it complexity,
which is established only after a thorough comparative ‐ alluvial facies analysis of lenses
and their facial communication with the host sediments. Through these studies, we have
received a great amount of material, which has allowed us to determine in the alluvial
formations of the Tatarian Group three facies, each paragenetically linked to its type of
alluvium: river bed, floodplain, and oxbow. The genetic relationship and the
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correlation between them is shown in Figure 81.
When comparing the buried Tatarian alluvium with the modern alluvium of the

Fig. 75. Alluvial‐fluvial cross‐bedded sandstones, forming a lens of thickness about 20 m.
Base of the Vyatkian Substage. Gor’kiy, Yarilin Ravine.

Fug. 76. Fragment of cross‐bedded sandstone from the lower part of the sandstone lens,
shown in Figure 75. (Predominant azimuth of the angle of slope of the beds, 300‐340o.)
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Fig. 77. Diagram of the structure “Girlyandy” small sandstone lens of alluvial‐deltaic
origin (RU), the overlying floodplain (PM) and lacustrine environment (OZ) clay‐
siltstone beds of the Severodvinian Substage. Vyatka River at the village Nikulino, below
the mouth of the River Cheptsy. [Lettering on upper diagram units, from the top: OZ, PM,
RU, OZ; vertical lettering: Nadlyugen Pass, at the bottom: bank of the Vyatka. Lower left
diagram: ‘Fragment of cross beddied sandstone/ Azimuth of the cross beds, 240o.”
Lower right diagram: structure of sandstone lens at enlarged scale.”]
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Fig. 78. Ratio of lake (0Z) and alluvial‐delta (RU) sediment, forming a garland of
small sandstone lenses along the strike of the changing floodplain (PM) and oxbow (ST)
deposits of the Severodvinian Substage. Left Bank of the Sukhona River, below the
mouth of the River Myakolitsy. [Lettering at bottom: ‘bank of Sukhona.’]

Fig. 79. A single "meander" of a
channel lens of polymineralic
sandstone (2), embedded in a
pile of quartz sandstones of
lacustrine
genesis (1). Yurpalovskie beds.
Vyatka River, 5 km downstream
of Kotel’nich. [Upper image: OZ =
lacustrine; RU = channel; level of
River Vyatka. Lower left image:
‘Fragment of cross‐bedded
lacustrine sandstones (1), azimuth
of cross beds 120‐140o’. Lower right
image: ‘Fragment of cross‐bedded
sandstones (2), azimuth of cross
beds 280‐310o’.
Volga and Vyatka rivers, striking analogies between them are visible (Figs. 82, 83).
Similarity in structure between modern and ancient alluvium is seen even more
clearly on a detailed examination of each of the facies types that make up the alluvial
facies complexes of the Tatarian Stage.
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Fig. 80. Diagram
of single "mendering" lenses
of deltaic‐fluvial sandstones in the
thick lacustrine clayey‐
siltstone rocks of the
Yurpalovsk Gorizont, on the
right bank of the Vyatka
River, below the town Kotel’nich.
[‘Bank of Vyatka’; predominant
dip of cross beds to SSW}

Fig. 81. Diagram of alluvial deposits of the Yurpalovo Gorizont exposed on the right bank
of the Volga, 0.5 km above the village Shoshkary (Chuvash ASSR). Showing a lens of
channel (RU) sandstones, floodplain packets (PM) of thin‐bedded shales and siltstones,
lenses of oxbow (ST) dark‐grey clay with pyrite and a mass of charred plant remains.
Alluvial formation in the interior of enclosed lacustrine (OZ ) carbonate‐clay deposits.
[Left: ‘Character of cross bedding, from 12 to 28o’. Right: ‘Character of cross bedding,
from 7 to 13o.’ ‘c. 25 m bank of Volga’.]
Let us now turn to the characterization of selected facies types of palaeo‐
alluvium.
Facies of the channel complex alluvium
(Fig. 84, 89)
The deposits of fluvial facies are clearly distinguished in sections of the Tatarian
Stage. They often present themselves as cross‐bedded sandstones, which lie in the form
of lenticular, threadlike or linear elongated geological bodies that have a legitimate
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facies variability in space and by section. Bedded riverbed formations on the eroded
surface of the underlying rocks; their contact with the latter is always very sharp,
expressed as an overlap of the conglomerates, grits, coarse‐grained sandstones on rocks
that are not related to them genetically – carbonates, marls, mudstones, lacustrine
sandstones, etc. Up the section, channel alluvium is gradually replaced by
paragenetically associated sand‐silt‐clays of lacustrine‐floodplain origin. In the middle
and upper parts of the section of the channel deposits, analogous facies change is
observed and in the horizontal direction.

Fig. 82. Diagram of the modern alluvium of the Volga in the banks of the Yurino
(Mariyskdya ASSR). The slope of the dip in the direction of partings indicates flow at an
angle of 20‐30 ° at the bottom and 7 ‐ 15 ° at the top of the sandstone. Symbols indicate
facies complexes: RU – river channels, PM ‐ floodplain, CT – oxbows. [Text on figure,
from the top: mudstones, parallel‐bedded sandy loam; morphs to interbeds of clay; bank
of Volga.]
Fig. 83. Diagram of relationships of
channels (PV), floodplain (PM), and oxbow
(ST) facies in the profile on the floodplain of
the Vyatka river, below the mouth of the
Vishkil’ River. [Text on figure, from the top:
loam, morphs into black silt; bank of Vyatka
River.]
On the contrary, in the lower parts of the vertical profile of the river bed, the
sediments in a horizontal direction are paragenetically often completely unrelated to the
units in which they are usually "enclosed." In this regard, we observe an analogy with
modern fluvial sediments.
The actual material allows us to distinguish in the channel alluvium of the
Tatarian Stage (similar to modern channel alluvium) two types of facies: rod facies and
riverbed shallows facies.

